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Abstract
Accurate online estimation of the structure of
the environment together with the pose of the
robot is an important component to enable
autonomous robotic applications. This paper
analyses the different parameterisations used in
structure from motion (SFM) problem in the
context of accuracy and efficiency of the online solutions. Three point parameterisations
are compared: Euclidean, inverse depth and
inverse distance. At the same time two representations, global and local point coordinates
are tested. Different metrics are used to compare the results, camera localisation errors, reprojection errors, execution time as well as a
complete analysis on how different parameterisations affect the convergence, system’s condition number and the incremental solving are
provided. The paper shows that, with the correct parameterisation, efficient globally consistent SFM is possible, which under the assumption of small, bounded number of correspondences performs in constant time in open loop.

1

Introduction

The three dimensional representation of the environment is an important component to enable autonomous
robotic applications. In order to perform tasks, the robot
needs to know where it is and how the environment looks
like. For that, it continuously builds and updates its
position and the environment representation. Simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) and structure
from motion (SFM) are the techniques used for this purpose, both sharing similar mathematical formulations.
The only difference appears in the type of measurements
which are integrated in the estimation process, SFM being restricted to image based sensing. This paper focuses
on the SFM problems, but the presented methods and
results directly apply to any type of SLAM problems
which integrate image sensing of the environment.

Several methods for processing and tracking every
pixel in the image in order to obtain a dense reconstruction of the environment exist, but they apply only to
small scale applications [Newcombe and Davison, 2010].
In application such as surveillance, monitoring or any
other tasks where the robot operates in large scale environment, sparse reconstruction is the method of choice.
The sparse reconstruction is always a good starting
point to recover the dense structure in a more efficient
way [Pollefeys et al., 2001]. The SFM is used to estimate
the camera poses and a sparse number of feature points
in the environment. The online reconstruction pipeline
starts by extracting salient features and matching them
over two or more images. This will produce an initialisation of the camera pose and 3D points. The initialisation
is followed by tracking the points and updating their estimation together with the new camera poses in an SFM
framework. The SFM minimises the reprojection errors
of all the points visible in all the cameras. Assuming
Gaussian noise, this problem became a nonlinear least
squares NLS, where the variables are the 3D points and
the camera poses.
This paper analyses the incremental sparse SFM accuracy and efficiency, while several different design options
are being considered. The aim is to find the most adequate parameterisation for incremental processing. A
good parameterisation should provide an accurate solution, yet be efficient. At the same time we analyse the
system variable affected by the updates under different
point parameterisations. This has a great importance
in applying incremental optimisation strategies as described in [Polok et al., 2013], and which are proven to
be very efficient.

2

Existing SFM Approaches

The SFM approaches in the literature can be roughly
categorized by the parameterisation they are using. The
following chapters introduce work done in two basic categories of parameterization, global and local.

2.1

Global Parameterisations

A global parameterisation is the popular choice among
the early implementations of SFM or visual SLAM systems. This includes Davison et al.’s Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) approach along with Eade and Drummond’s [Eade and Drummond, 2006] particle-filter based
system. Due to the computational complexity of updating the filter, both systems could only handle a small
number of landmarks.
Approaching structure from motion and visual SLAM
as a bundle adjustment (BA) allows for more accurate
yet efficient solution. The problem is formulated as maximum likelihood estimation over all the points and the
camera poses given a set of measurements. Those problems are, in general, denser than the SLAM problem,
one point being seen by many cameras, therefore specific
techniques need to be applied in order to obtain online
results. Separating the structure from the camera poses
and solving first the reduced camera poses system and
then the structure is the most common approach [Agarwal et al., 2010]. Recently, some techniques consider
excluding the structure from the optimisation process
and use only the multi view constraints that the structure adds to the problems to find optimal position of
the cameras [Indelman and Dellaert, 2015]. These techniques are suitable for robot localisation using cameras,
but will not provide a map for of the environment for
performing path planning or other tasks.
An improvement in capability of handling the number
of landmarks is shown in Klein and Murray’s Parallel
Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) system [Klein and Murray, 2007]. This is made possible by separating tracking
the points and the structure estimation into two asynchronous threads, where tracking is serviced at frame
rate whereas structure estimation does not have to run
at frame-rate. However, some applications require the
map to be available every step, so that the robot can
perform its tasks.

2.2

Relative Parameterisations

In a relative parameterisation, camera poses are only defined relative to one another. Using a graph structure,
the cameras are represented as vertices and an edge between two vertices represents a relative camera pose. In
this representation, landmark estimates have to be recovered using graph traversal techniques such as breadth
first search or shortest path computation using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. Some examples of SLAM systems using relative representations are in [Guivant and Nebot, 2001;
Bosse et al., 2003; Eade and Drummond, 2008; Konolige
and Agrawal, 2008].
Mei et al.’s RSLAM [Mei et al., 2010] exploits the
relative parameterisation by proposing a relative bundle
adjustment technique where both, the landmarks and

Figure 1: Selection of reference views for visual tracking.
The local neighbourhood changes as the current camera’s
position changes (from dashed cyan to solid cyan). The
master view is shown in green and the current neighbour
views are shown in solid yellow. The previous neighbour
view is shown in translucent yellow.
the camera poses are represented in relative coordinates.
This reduces the cost of optimising the map as it allows
a subset of keyframes and landmarks to be optimised at
any one time. A similar representation is also adopted
by Lim et al. [Lim et al., 2014], allowing their system
to perform local bundle adjustment on a small subset of
keyframes.
There are also systems which use a hybrid representation. For example, Lim et al. [Lim et al., 2011] proposed
a SLAM system which alternates bundle adjustment in
a local window with global optimisation of keyframe segments. The bundle adjustment in a local window is done
using a relative parameterisation whereas the global optimisation of keyframe segments is done using a global
parameterisation. A similar representation is proposed
by Strasdat et al.’s [Strasdat et al., 2011] double window optimisation (DWO) system. In DWO, an inner
window performs local bundle adjustment [Sibley et al.,
2009] on a small subset of keyframes whereas the outer
window marginalises landmarks to perform pose-graph
optimisation.

3

Incremental Structure from Motion

This section describes the point tracking strategy and
the graph optimisation technique used in the SFM
pipeline, independent from the types of parameterisations to be used.

3.1

Visual Tracking

The first step in the SFM pipeline is calculation of the
initial camera pose from the incoming images. In this paper, we use the front-end of the monocular visual SLAM
system described in [Lui and Drummond, 2015]. Note
that all the measurements are in relative coordinates,
although the state representation can be either in local
or global coordinate frame. Here, we provide a brief
summary of the visual tracking component. The visual
tracker computes the pose of the current camera relative
to an existing keyframe in the graph using ORB feature

matches [Rublee et al., 2011] as well as the landmarks
that are observed by the current camera. In order to
get better accuracy, four existing images are selected to
provide 2D measurements to the tracker.
The image with the highest number of feature matches
with the current view provides the local coordinate system for computing the current measurement. We call
this camera the master view. Among the images that
are connected to the master view through an edge in the
global graph, three complementary views that provide
the highest number of feature matches to the current
view are selected, and are denoted as neighbour views,
see Fig. 1. Using these 2D feature matches, the visual
tracker minimises the re-projection error of the landmarks from the current view into the four selected cameras from the graph, and at the same time estimates the
inverse distance of each landmark. Subsequently, as the
camera moves around, the master view, and hence the
local coordinate frame is passed from one keyframe to
another. In order to improve the efficiency of feature
matching, we restrict feature matching to be performed
between the current view and the cameras that are in the
local neighbourhood of the previous master view and its
adjacent vertices. For more details on the visual tracking system, we refer the reader to [Lui and Drummond,
2015].

3.2

Graph Optimization

Assuming Gaussian noise models, we formulate the SFM
problem as an incremental nonlinear least squares (NLS)
over a set of variables θ = [θ1 . . . θn ], the camera poses
given by the set c = [c1 . . . cnc ] and the points on the
structure given by the set p = [p1 . . . pnp ], together
forming the state θ = [c, p]. We want to find the optimal configuration satisfying a set of measurements,
z = [z1 . . . zm ], given by the reprojected points on the
image. This can be done by performing a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE):
θ ∗ = argmax P (θ | z) = argmin {− log(P (θ | z)} , (1)
θ

θ

where P r(·) is the projection function of a point, pj ,
onto the camera, ci . Each observation is assumed with
zero-mean Gaussian noise with the covariance Σk and
we measure the re-projection error:


1
P (zk | ci , pj ) ∝ exp − k zk − P rk (ci , pj ) k2Σk
2


,(2)

where zk is the actual pixel measurement. Note that this
paper considers only re-projection error minimisation,
other measurement functions are not analysed.
Finding the MLE from (1) is done by solving the fol-

lowing nonlinear least squares problem:
)
( m
1X
2
∗
θ = argmin
kzk − P rk (ci , pj )kΣk .
2
θ

(3)

k=1

Iterative methods such as Gauss-Newton (GN) or
Levenberg-Marquard (LM) are used to find the solution
of the NLS in (3). An iterative solver starts with an
initial point θ 0 and, at each step, computes a correction
δ towards the solution. For small kδk, a Taylor series
expansion leads to linear approximations in the neighbourhood of θ 0 :
ẽ(θ 0 + δ) ≈ e(θ 0 ) + Jδ ,

(4)

>

where e = [e1 , . . . , em ] is the set of all nonlinear reprojection errors between the observed and reprojected 3D
points, ek (ci , pj , zk ) = zk − P rk (ci , pj ), with [ci , pj ] ⊆ θ
and J is the Jacobian matrix which gathers the derivative of the components of e.
Thus, at each ith iteration, a linear LS problem is
solved:
1
2
(5)
δ ∗ = argmin kA δ − bk ,
2
δ
where the A = Σ−>\2 J(θ i ) is the system matrix,
b = Σ−>\2 e(θ i ) the right hand side (r.h.s.)
and
δ = (θ − θ i ) the correction to be calculated [Dellaert and
Kaess, 2006]. The the minimum is attained where the
first derivative cancels:
A> A δ = A> b

or

Λδ = η ,

(6)

with Λ = A> A, the square symmetric system matrix and
η = A> b, the right hand side. The solution to the linear
system can be obtained either by sparse matrix factorization followed by backsubstitution or by linear iterative
methods. After computing δ, the new linearization point
becomes θ i+1 = θ i ⊕ δ.
In BA applications the initial solution θ0 can be relatively far from the minimum, therefore LM is preferred
over the GN methods. LM is based on efficient damping
strategies which allow convergence even from poor initial
solutions. For that, LM solve a slightly modified variant
of (6), which involves a damping factor λ:
(Λ + λD̄)δ = η

or

Hδ = η ,

(7)

where D̄ can be either the identity matrix, D̄ = I, or
the diagonal of the matrix Λ, D̄ = diag(Λ).

3.3

Incremental SFM

In an online application the system grows every step.
New measurements (2) are added to the system incrementally. A new solution θ is computed only when all
the measurements corresponding to the current camera

Figure 2: System matrix of the New College dataset,
after a new camera and the associated landmarks have
been added. Updated values encoded in red.
pose are integrated into the system. In general, given
that in robotic applications most of the points are seen
only by a handful of cameras, the updates have relatively small rank. An example from of that can be seen
in Fig. 2. The size depends only on the number of cameras seeing a point and those cameras are close to each
other. Therefore, online SFM can highly benefit from
the incremental solving methods introduced in [Polok
et al., 2013]. At the same time, by checking the magnitude of the correction δ corresponding to each variable at
each nonlinear iteration, a partial, fluid re-liniarization
of the system can be obtain similar to the one proposed
in [Kaess et al., 2011], which in turn translates to efficiency.
Another factor which affects the computational complexity is the sparsity of the system matrix Λ. In SFM
the sparsity is affected by the number of cameras seeing
each point as well as how the points are parameterised in
the system. The sparsity of the system matrix is directly
related to the connectivity in the underlying graph. Figure 4 shows the graph structure of the SFM problem.
We use factor graphs graphical models to represent the
joint distribution in (1). A desired parameterisation is
the one that reduces the graph connectivity maintaining
a good accuracy of the estimate.

4

Parameterisations in SFM

As mentioned in Section 2, there are several approaches
to parametrising the SFM problem. This section describes the parameterisations examined in detail in this
paper.

4.1

Point Parameterisations

Frequently, landmarks in the environment are parameterised as 3D points in Euclidean coordinates,
pi = [xj , yj , zj ]> resulting in a 3D vector. Nevertheless,
this parameterisation allows only estimation up to scale.
Scale can be introduced as a parameter resulting in a 4D
vector of homogenous coordinates pj = qj [xj , yj , zj , 1]> ,
where q is the scale factor.

Figure 3: An illustration of the different landmark parameterisations in SFM. Left: Euclidean, where the scale
factor q is 1.0. Center: Inverse depth, where 1/q represents depth and lies in the direction of the camera’s
principal axis. Right: Inverse distance, where 1/q points
towards the direction of the landmark from the camera
center.
A commonly used factor is qj = 1/zj , which yields the
inverse depth parameterisation of the points, resulting
in a 3Dqvector pj = [xj /zj , yj /zj , 1/zj ]> . If the scale is

qj = 1/

x2j + yj2 + zj2 , the landmark pj becomes:
[xj , yj , zj ]>
.
pj = q
x2j + yj2 + zj2

(8)

The landmark pj in (8) can be re-written in a more compact form pj = [uj , vj , wj , qj ]T , where [uj , vj , wj ]T is a
unit vector representing the normalised camera coordinates of a 2D measurement. The scale factor qj , on the
other hand, represents the inverse distance of the landmark from the observing camera. In this parameterisation, the only variable parameter is the inverse distance
q, while the normalised camera coordinates remain constant. Figure 3 illustrates the difference between the
three different landmark parameterisations in SFM.

4.2

Camera Parameterisations

If the robot equipped with a camera can freely move in
the 3D space, camera poses can be parameterised using
6D vectors. It is common to consider a camera pose as
an element of the Lie algebra b
ci ∈ se(3) of the special
Euclidean group SE(3) with b
ci being the matrix form of
the pose ci = [v, ω]> , ci ∈ R6 :


[ω]× v
b
ci =
,
(9)
01×3 0
with [ω]× the skew symmetric matrix of the rotation
component ω ∈ R3 , and v ∈ R3 the translation component. In this case, the nonlinear least squares problem
in (3) can be solved preforming iterative optimisations
on the manifold.
Optimising only for the camera poses requires the
camera parameters to be known so that the re-projection
error in (4) can be calculated. In general, in an SFM

robotic application those parameters can be estimated apriori by calibrating the camera. On the other hand, performing an on-line structure from motion using SE(3)
poses is problematic, due to the scale drift. In case of
monocular observation of a forward motion, the scale is
ambiguous. Therefore, a good robust estimate of the
scale is required in order to obtain a consistent solution.
For instance detection of the ground plane and calculation of the scale as a function of distance of a camera
from the ground (assuming that the camera does not
move vertically) can be used.
Nevertheless, the scale can be better estimated during the optimisation process, and this can be achieved
by considering the camera poses as elements of the Lie
algebra b
ci ∈ sim(3) of the Similarity group Sim(3) with:


[ω]× + qI3×3 v
b
ci =
,
(10)
0
0

p2

p1

4.3

Point Coordinate Frames

Every point pj from the state vector θ is expressed in a
reference frame, either globally in the world coordinate
frame or locally in one of the camera’s coordinate frame.
Points in Absolute Coordinate Frames
It is common to consider that the SFM problem has a
common world reference frame for all points and cameras, {W}. In this case the measurement function
P rk (ci , pj ) projects a point W pj from the world coordinates to image pixels in the image coordinates I pj . If
C
pj is the point in the camera coordinate frame {C} and
Ki are the intrinsic parameters of the camera ci in a
matrix form, we can write this projection as:
Ti

=

C

pj

=

I

pj

=

exp(W b
ci ) ,

(11)

,

(12)

Ti−1 W pj
Ki C pj ,

Points in Local Coordinate Frames
In a relative representation, each point is represented
in the coordinate frame of a selected camera. We will
refer to this camera as the owner camera. The choice
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of the owner camera has to be made when the point
is added to the system, which is typically immediately
after being triangulated. If a point is triangulated e.g.
Φ
Φ one
Φ Φ
Φ
Φ must
Φ become its owner.
from two Φcameras,
of them
The second camera is preferable, as it is likely closer to
any other cameras that might re-observe the point in the
future, making the transformations more local.
The easiest way to understand the local coordinate
frame representation is by looking at the associated factor graph. Fig. 4 b) shows the types of factors involved
in a local coordinates representation. Each point pj can
be ”observed“ by a camera co but actually ”represented“
in the coordinate frame {R} of the owner camera cr .
A unary factor corresponds to the owner camera cr
observing the point pj in its own coordinate frame. The
measurement function P rk (W cr ,R pj ) is:
1

2

I

3

4

5

6

7

pj = Kr R pj .

(14)

Note that the pose of cr does not play a role in this function, hence the corresponding factor is unary. On the
other hand, a ternary factor φ(W co ,W cr ,R pj ) is needed
to re-project R pj into co :

(13)

where Ti is the transformation matrix corresponding to
the pose of camera ci (in world coordinate frame), exp(·)
being the exponential map from the Lie algebra to the
manifold for any camera parameterisation described in
section 4.2. Note that in (13), the coordinates of I pj are
homogenous, but the measurement function P rk (ci , pj )
returns them dehomogenized. The factor graph representation of the global parameterisation is shown in Fig.
4 a), each binary factor being a function φ(W ci , W pj )
and represented using light-blue points.

p2

p1

c3

c2

c1

0

q ∈ R being the scale factor [Strasdat et al., 2011].

p3

c3

c2

c1

W

pj

= Tr R pj ,

(15)

O

pj

= To−1 W pj ,

(16)

I

pj

= Ko

O

pj ,

(17)

Tr = exp(b
cr ) being the transformation from the owner
camera cr coordinate frame to the world coordinate
frame and subsequently To−1 = exp(−b
co ) being the
transformation that brings it to the observing camera
coordinate frame {O}.

4.4

Camera Coordinate Frames

Much like the points, the cameras can also be represented
relative to each other. While this may be beneficial from
the point of view of convergence, it also changes the
structure of the graph substantially. While relative point
representation requires ternary factors, relative cameras

5

Φ6

Φ7

with relative points would require arbitrary size factors.
Each loop closure would then form a clique in the factor graph, leading to pathological performance in online
solving. Therefore, only the case of global camera coordinates is considered in this paper.

5

Analysis of Different
Parameterisations for Online SFM

In this section we evaluate the accuracy and efficiency
of several SFM point parameterisations in online applications. Several types of metrics are proposed in the
literature, mainly testing the accuracy of the estimated
camera poses not the reconstruction itself. If a ground
truth is available, relative pose error (RPE) can be calculated. It was used in [Kummerle et al., 2009] and [Sturm
et al., 2012] for the evaluation of the graph SLAM and
Kinect SLAM, and involves calculating the difference between the estimated relative poses and the true relative
poses of the camera. A more intuitive way is to compare the absolute trajectory error (ATE) by registering
the ground truth and the estimated camera pose graph
[Sturm et al., 2012].
Table 1 evaluates the precision of two structure from
motion datasets using the above-mentioned metrics. The
Loop dataset is a synthetic dataset, generated for evaluation of the frontend. It consists of a sequence of 180
poses, observing uniformly distributed points while moving in a circle. The last cameras re-observe the first
points, i.e. the loop is closed. The second dataset is the
TUM Frei 3 dataset, which is a sequence of monocular
images with ground truth generated by a motion capture
system. The estimated poses are aligned to the ground
truth poses using the Kabsch algorithm and then the
error metrics are evaluated. The precisions of different
parameterisations are comparable, with the notable exception of global inverse distance. This parameterisation
is somewhat limited, as the landmarks are restricted to
a single degree of freedom (they are only free to move
along the axis of projection) and may not converge well.
Table 2 evaluates of the same SFM datasets, with the
addition of the New College dataset for which the ground
truth is not available. Given that the precision of the
different parameterisations is similar, this second test
aims to show their influence on online optimisation algorithm, analysing the convergence and the efficiency.
The re-projection error is evaluated as χ2 , mean of the
re-projection error in pixels and RMSE of the same. In
addition, we calculated the condition numbers of the information matrix for each dataset and parameterisation,
and also measured the time spent in the nonlinear least
squares solver. The local parameterisations have consistently better condition number, which is important in
solving large systems, or in cases where precise floating point calculations are restricted, such as on a GPU.

The inverse distance parameterisations are faster (while
the global inverse distance is slightly faster than local,
possibly due to simpler factors), although at the cost of
slightly lower precision.
With the incremental solving on mind, the incremental updates were analysed and compared. Figure 5 plots
the incremental updates on the New College dataset using the global Euclidean parameterisation. Note that the
size of the state is growing almost linearly, as every camera observes new landmarks. The value of norm(δ) is
changing in the whole time span, which indicates that
the solution is being optimized, rather than settled. The
important part to note are the numbers of changing variables. To calculate these numbers, norm of the segment
of δ corresponding to each variable was calculated and
compared to the thresholds (10−6 , 10−5 and 10−4 ). We
can see that all the variables change, all the time, and
incremental solving is therefore bound to run in exponential time.
On the other hand, in Fig. 6, there is the same plot for
the local inverse depth parameterisation. Note that this
time, the number of changing variables does not follow
the number of variables in the system, and with time settles around 9000 variables being updated at every frame
for the 10−6 threshold, or about 4000 for 10−5 . Finally,
in Fig. 7, shows a comparison of update sizes of different parameterisations for the threshold 10−5 . Note that
the updates of the inverse distance have a different dimensionality than Euclidean or inverse depth, and are
plotted on the secondary axis. We can see that both the
local Euclidean and local inverse depth parameterisation
settle with constant number of updates per frame. Notably, the local inverse distance does not hold this trend,
and despite the drop around the 70th frame, keeps rising.
In Table 3, there are results of evaluations on bundle
adjustment datasets. While not quantitatively the same
as the results on the SfM datasets, the parameterisations
examined in this paper apply to bundle adjustment solving as well. The datasets include the Guildford Cathedral1 and Fast & Furious 6 which was kindly provided
by Double Negative Visual Effects2 . Similar behaviour
to the SFM datasets can be observed in here as well.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have examined some of the popular parameterisations used in the structure from motion framework, with focus towards globally consistent incremental solving. The current state of the art incremental
SFM solvers aim to work in constant time, in order to
provide the ability to map large environments. Nevertheless, the commonly used techniques for that are ei1
2

can be obtained at http://cvssp.org/impart/
http://www.dneg.com/

Dataset
Loop

TUM

Param.
loc. Euclidean
loc. inv. depth
loc. inv. dist.
glob. Euclidean
glob. inv. depth
glob. inv. dist.
loc. Euclidean
loc. inv. depth
loc. inv. dist.
glob. Euclidean
glob. inv. depth
glob. inv. dist.

Error
RMSE RPE
0.000132 m, 0.024064◦
0.000132 m, 0.024109◦
0.000116, m 0.019999◦
0.000134 m, 0.024093◦
0.000564 m, 0.033105◦
0.002362 m, 0.283630◦
0.022810 m, 0.626021◦
0.035738 m, 1.231776◦
0.034766 m, 1.178380◦
0.022909 m, 0.659206◦
0.023971 m, 0.684937◦
0.027379 m, 0.899663◦

RMSE ATE
0.000182 m, 0.020595◦
0.000186 m, 0.020732◦
0.000109 m, 0.014099◦
0.000405 m, 0.021853◦
0.001870 m, 0.072085◦
0.005204 m, 0.425437◦
0.622578 m, 10.620843◦
0.645346 m, 11.304622◦
0.646779 m, 11.303658◦
0.619225 m, 10.618006◦
0.620440 m, 10.676661◦
0.623242, m, 10.624283◦

RMSE RPE all-all
0.000358 m, 0.020469◦
0.000363 m, 0.020619◦
0.000247 m, 0.013945◦
0.000531 m, 0.021737◦
0.002158 m, 0.070572◦
0.008588 m, 0.423213◦
0.745422 m, 9.734252◦
0.762337 m, 10.703952◦
0.761142 m, 10.692832◦
0.742262 m, 9.732721◦
0.743851 m, 9.793333◦
0.745059 m, 9.783204◦

Table 1: Error evaluation.
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Figure 5: Comparison of effects of the global Euclidean
parameterization on the incremental updates on the New
College dataset.

Figure 6: Comparison of effects of the local inverse depth
parameterization on the incremental updates on the New
College dataset.

ther postponing the global optimization (PTAM), use
an iterative solver rather than a direct one [Eustice et
al., 2006] or produce only locally consistent solution by
the means of windowed optimization. In this paper, we
show that efficient and scalable globally consistent SFM
is possible with the right parameterisation. Using local
inverse depth parameterisation the number of variables
affected by integrating new measurements into the optimiser stays bounded, even if the size of the state continuously grows. In our future work, we will focus on
implementation of an incremental NLS solver, suitable
for optimising such problems in constant time.
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